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Abstract 
 
Diversity is one thing that reflects the beauty of Indonesian Archipelago. Although Indonesia is very 
rich in traditions and cultures, yet not every one of them had the chance to be explored. And one 
aspect that reflects culture and ethnics in Indonesia is Indonesian folklore. The stories has been told 
from time to time, from generation to generation, but nowadays most of them were already 
forgotten by the younger generation, most likely by the millennials. To reach the purpose of 
introducing the folklore to the millennials, some methods could be used, such as infusing the folklore 
into fashion products. By using contemporary illustration to translate the folklore into more 
fashionable adaptation, it would be easier to be digested by the millennials then piqued their interest 
on Indonesian folklore. The purpose of this paper is to explore the effects of contemporary 
illustrations that are embedded into fashion products by using observation and inductive approach in 
qualitative research methods. And eventually it would reach its goal to introducing the folklore to the 
millennial generation. 
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1. Introduction 

The Indonesia is one the richest country with so many diversities. It reflects the beauty lies beyond 
each ethnics and traditions that Indonesia is possessed. One of Indonesia’s finest Gem is its Folklore. 
These Indonesian Folklore actually still resides between Indonesian culture itself, but because it 
hasn’t been brought up to the surface and explored thoroughly, these Indonesian folklore looks like it 
has been disappeared. In this Millennium era, it’s like a borderless world with thousands of 
information are flowing out everyday, while with the invasion of foreign culture that try to dominate 
and penetrate, The Indonesian Folklore becomes rarely exist particulary in Millennial generation. 
Some of the Millennials may used to heard about Indonesia Folklore when they were young, but The 
Folklore itself are rarely explored, thus The Millennials simply forget about it and some of them are 
never even heard about it. The Millennials often more used to know characters from International 
fairytales, than characters from their own folklore. It is because there are so many adaptation of 
International Fairy Tales has been socialized through various media like Film, Fashion, and books. 
While on the other hand, not so many practices and adaptations used as exploration methods to 
socialize Indonesian Folklore. According to this Circumstances, Indonesian folklore must be 
introduced and then familiarized for the Millennials in order for the Indonesian Folklore could be 
preserved and even transmitted to the next generations. To achive that it needs to know the 
Indentity and unique traits of Millennials. One of the strongest trait of The Millennials, they are so 
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engrossed deeply about internet and latest technology. They rarely separated from their gadgets, 
like it’s the part of their life. They spent most of their money and incomes to get “feel good” 
products, or products that could give them some comfort and reassuring for them [1]. It is said that 
the millenials are the suitable market for the growth of Fashion and Automotive Industry [2]. That is 
why it’s easier to introduce the Indonesian folklore through something that they are already 
accustomed with, like fashion products. Usually on Fashion product, Visual aspects like Illustration, 
symbols and graphics are using to explore and communicate its purpose. Illustration can 
communicate a specified contextualized for its audience. It is also said that the modern generation 
more influenced by contemporary style visual or illustration because many of those style has been 
distributed by media, moving images and recently digital revolution that could be accessed 
everywhere [3]. This paper will analyze some observation sampling about contemporary illustration 
that embedded into fashion product to see how it could use to translate the message to the 
audience which is to introduce some Indonesian folklore to millennials, and how it would give some 
effects to millennials.  

2. Literature Review 

2.1  Indonesian Culture  
Indonesian culture is the combination of ideas, system, behavior and product creation of human that 
become their traits by learning and doing it everyday. Therefore the manifestation of Culture itself is 
separated into 3 things [4]: 

 Ideas; Culture as a complexion of ideas, concept, standard, rules and value that applied. 

 Activities; culture as complexion of complex activities and pattern of human behavior in 
society. 

 Artifact; Culture as objects that produced and valued by society 
 
It could be concluded that culture is a series of complexion including knowledge, beliefs, arts, 
custom, tradition and habits that human possessed as a part of society.  
 
2.2  Indonesian Folklore  
Folklore is a unity consist of traditional creation of people, primitives, and civilized. These gained 
using words in metric form and prose, including folk beliefs, superstition, custom, performance, 
dance and play [6]. Folklore also identified as collective culture that spreading out and transmitted 
from generation to generation traditionally in the different version, through spoken orally or using 
gestures or using some reminder tools [5]. Folklore can be used as summaries for history, incident, 
custom, tradition and behavior, as well as some entertainment.  
 
Folklore can be classified from their types:  

1. Verbal Folklore; it includes social platform, proverb and aphorism, traditional poetry. 
2. Partially Verbal Folklore; It is a mixture of verbal an non verbal folklore like superstition, 

festive culture, ritual and ceremonies.  
3. Non Verbal Folklore; it includes architechture, traditional food, traditional medicines 

 
This paper will explore folklore as folktales that being told across generations as a form of stories. 
There are 3 categories of Folklore in Folktale form [5] : 

1. Myth; usually include supernatural and mystical creatures and the origin of the universe. 
Some stories include in this category : The Story of Barong (Bali), Nyai Roro Kidul.  
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2. Legend; Usually believed or inspired as a real events in the past, some legends tells about 
extraordinary phenomenon, and sometimes there are some supernatural phenomenon as 
well. 
Some stories include in this category : Sangkuriang, Lutung Kasarung 

3. Folktale; created from human imagination, more for entertainment purpose or to spread the 
moral of stories.  
Some stories include in this category : Malin Kundang, Timun Mas, Cindelaras 

 
2.3  Contemporary Illustration 
Contemporary art is produced from creativity to re-create the new form of arts or its said as 
recreation of arts. Contemporary arts is a modern type of arts that related and influenced by the 
current trend and modernity [7]. Contemporary art has many kinds of implementation, one of the 
popular implementation of contemporary Arts are in the existence of Contemporary Illustration. 
Contemporary Illustration is usually used to describe any kinds of messages, so the illustration style 
would be adapted to the artist style or will be adapted to carter the needs of the audience. In other 
words Contemporary Illustration usage is determined by many considerations including what the 
desire impact is, who the target audience is, the aesthetic of the illustration, the function the 
illustration will serve conservative the overall design needs to be [8]. While there are so many style 
adaptations in contemporary illustrations that could be mixed and blend to create a new unique 
style, but the style and the composition should considering the Elements of design and also the 
Principles of Design [9]. The Elements of Design consist of Lines, Shapes, Contrast, Size, Colour and 
Textures. Principles of Design consist of Harmony, Proportion, Rhythm, Balance, Emphasis. Each 
design should be made with the consideration using The Elements of design and also implementing 
the principles of Design as well in order to attain a good design result.  The Characteristic of 
Illustrations is they could be use as visual metaphor. Visual metaphor usually translated using 
conceptual illustrations. Conceptual Illustrations using symbolic, illusion, and expressions to describe 
complex issues, and critics. Metaphor usually potrayed in surrealism touch. Besides Conceptual 
Illustration, visual metaphor also using abstraction. Abstraction describes as visual models using free 
elements, bold textures, with geometric or non geometric elements included [10]. 
 
2.4. Fashion Products as a Media for Translating Illustrations 
Recently The relationship between Illustration and Fashion has blossomed and become more 
intimate. Fashion products have become one of the favourite output for contemporary illustrations. 
Many Fashion Designers are using garments as the media to translate their design through 
illustration. Some of the Fashion Products being used to create any unique, more interpretational 
style to adjust into the Fashion’s seasonal trends and ranges each Fashion products has their own 
segmentation and market. And now more of Fashion brands even using specific illustration style to 
add up some value to their brand identity [8]. The Illustration design that embedded through Fashion 
products must be modified dependent on each new object and purposes. Consequently Each design 
could be examined and measured by 3 Criteria; Aesthetic, Functional and Communicative Criteria 
[11].  
 
2.5  Millenials 
Millennial Generation or also known as Generation Y ( Echo Boomers ) [1]. Millennials born between 
1977 to 1994, their ages range are 16 to 33 years old. Most of the millennials are already working or 
still studying in college. They are a very Technology Conscious people, very dependent on their 
gadgets, computers and smartphones for everyday life. They have to be online most of the time, as 
well as they enjoy the various media like Television show, interactive games or popular cultures that 
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caught their interest. It is said that this generation has potentials to be targeted as a market in 
fashion industry, because they don’t mind to spent their money on fashion or feel good products [2]. 
Some distinctive traits that millenials have are [12] :  

1. Socially driven; The millenials have a great disposable income, they care about brands, spent 
their money on Fashion and personal things that could give them some social status.  

2. Diversely motivated; They are group of vigorous, adventurous, and cultural people, they are 
could work in group or individually. 

3. Socioeconomically introverted; They like individual activities, and spent their money on 
products and services that match their needs. 

4. Sports-Oriented; They are also potential market for sports stuff and home video. 

3. Analysis, Exploration and Findings 

3.1 Analysis and Exploration 
This paper is using some Fashion products that already embedded with Indonesian Folklore through 
Contemporary illustration. Some vital aspects In this paper like the combination of Element of Design 
with Principles of Design used in creating a contemporary illustration design, when embedded into 
fashion product would be analyze based on 3 criteria; Aesthetics, Function and Communication 
Criteria. And finally find the impact result specifically for the Millenials.  
These aspect are methodize using this singular framework: 
 

 
Figure 1. The Framework using in this paper 
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Sample 1 : “ Bawang Putih and The Night Sky” By Tulisan  
 

  
Apron Dress Beach Bag 

Figure 2. Putih and The Night Sky by ‘Tulisan’ [13] 

Analysis : 
- Aesthetic : The design using bold color for some parts with the artistic lines to create 

impressions. There is some touch of surrealism feeling in their illustration. The combination 
of Pen, ink and sketches are their unique styles. A girl with braid, surrounded by flowers and 
nature in the woods, it’s like they want to show the lonely side of Bawang Putih after the 
passing of his father.  

- Function :  Looking up from its function, Tulisan usually applied on daily use products like 
apron dress and bags. It could give some sort of closeness to the audience, while at the same 
time the audience would feel the exclusiveness wearing ‘Tulisan’ products because of their 
premium price and quality.  

- Communicative Criteria : ‘Tulisan’ usually using symbolic and implied messages that they put 
into their design, then the audience may not get the messages of the story directly, but 
actually ‘Tulisan’ always put each story of their illustration on their webpage, so the audience 
can get to read the story and buy the products. They usually altered the story, give them 
more touch of modernism, along with poetic kind of  feeling. 

 
Sample 2 : “ Ande-ande Lumut ” By Mel Ahyar  

 

 
Figure 3. Mel Ahyar and her design “Klething Kuning” for Ande-ande Lumut story [14].  
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Figure 4. Mel Ahyar design”Ande-ande lumut” for “Alkisah by Rio Wibowo” [15]. 

Analysis : 
- Aesthetic : The Illustration designs are printed on garment, with very detailed Appliqués, that 

create exquisite decorative surface design technique that adding up some dimension and 
textures to the background fabric. Some Appliqués are applied through embroidery patches, 
while some parts of the design are using Fabric manipulation techniques like pleats and 
smocking. The Illustrations style are using visual metaphor [10]. The Creatures in these story 
like the crane and yuyu kangkang are fused from conceptual illustration, using iconic 
symbols, and expressive illusion so the characters and the messages are interpreted 
implicitly. The colour pallete that using are fresh, vibrant, look young and modern, so the 
audience would feel the exclusiveness of the products, and appreciate each details of the 
Appliqué illustrations.  

- Function :  These clothes are made with tremendous craftsmanship in order to achieve high 
standard results, with limited quantity. These are the Luxury Products for High-End market, 
that could rise up the social status for its consumer.  

- Communicative Criteria : These collections communicate the story of Ande-ande Lumut with 
conceptual illustrations using iconic symbols that translated through the printed Appliqué 
Illustrations. It might be difficult for the audience to understand the story just by looking at 
the collections, but if they find it interesting, they would try to find more about the origin of 
the folklore and its stories. And also they would be aware that Indonesian Folklore could be 
transcribed into many kinds of exquisite fashion products.  

 

3.2 Findings 
From this point it could be seen that the contemporary illustrations embedded on Fashion product 
could give some impact for millennials by raising up their awareness about Indonesian Folklore. 
Some of well-made fashion products with unique contemporary illustrations has effectively 
converted some assumptions that Indonesia Folklore are outdated, unstylish and unfashionable. 
Millennials would be aware and appreciate more of their folklore.  

4. Conclusion 

Although some of Contemporary Illustrations embedded on Fashion Products have achieve its 
purpose to familiarize and recalled the forgotten Indonesian Folklore to Millennials, but still not 
many designers bring out Indonesia Folklore as their Muse and inspiration especially through 
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contemporary illustrations. Hopefully there will be further explorations about this topic, so more 
people will be aware and proud of the Beauty of Indonesian Folklore.  
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